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B52s Patrolling China?
I Japanese Say Planes Carry H-Bombs

TOYOYO (UPI) — The Japanese news agency Kyodo reported Thursday that U.S. B-52 bombers had been seen over Japanese airspace near Japan's Northernmost Islands, which border the Sea of Japan and the Sea of Okhotsk. The report was cited by the Associated Press, which said the B-52s had been seen for the first time since July 1979, when they were photographed by Japanese military aircraft. The report prompted the Japanese government to demands that the United States publicly confirm the presence of B-52s in Japanese airspace and that it stop using them for military exercises there. The United States denied the report, saying that it had no plans to use B-52s in the region for military exercises.

Seeress Pooh-Poohs Wild Campus Rumor
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Tulsa Daily World

School Plan 'Vigil' On

By JANET DAILY

Superintendent of schools Bill Libbett has said that the new school year will begin on time but that he has no plans to continue the 'vigil' that he had been conducting for the past two weeks. Libbett said that he had been conducting the 'vigil' to ensure that the school district was operating as efficiently as possible and that he would continue to do so until the district's budget was approved by the Oklahoma State Board of Education. Libbett has said that he would continue to conduct the 'vigil' until the district's budget is approved by the Oklahoma State Board of Education.

Arabs Launch Four Attacks Into Lebanon

2 Border Policemen Captured

By BRIDGET RICE

Arab terrorists have launched four attacks into Lebanon, killing two border policemen and injuring several others. The attacks were carried out using guerrilla tactics, and the terrorists managed to escape into the mountains after the attacks. The Lebanese government has condemned the attacks and has called for international support to combat terrorism.

Dewey Asks Teachers To Join Drug Battle

By JAY DEWEY

Gov. Dewey has asked teachers to join the battle against drug use in the schools. Dewey said that he had been told that drug use was a serious problem in the schools and that he wanted to do something about it. Dewey said that he would work with the school districts to develop programs to combat drug use in the schools.

Dream Dies With Tulsa Man

By DANIELS VAN KLEY

TULSA — A shattered family mourned Friday as the body of a young man was brought home for funeral services. The family said that the man had been killed in a car crash late Thursday night while he was returning from his job. The man was identified as a young Tulsa man who had been working at a local restaurant.

Med Center Fund Request Get OK

By PHILIP WILSON

The Oklahoma State Medical Center has received a $1 million gift from an anonymous donor. The gift will be used to fund a new center for research and development. The center will be dedicated to the study of cancer and other diseases.

Harris Votes Against Cut

WASHINGTON — Sen. Harry Harris, D-Tulsa, voted against the cuts to the federal budget. Harris said that he believed that the cuts were too deep and that they would hurt the economy. Harris said that he would continue to fight for the needs of his constituents.

Today's News

George Anson, who has lived in San Francisco for 30 years, was cited for jaywalking last night.

One year ago today, it was cited.

Tulsa Daily World

TULSA — An alert for a missing man was issued after a young man was last seen entering his car in downtown Tulsa.

School's Big Basketball Team Has Talent

St. John's Big Basketball Team Has Talent

School administrators plan for 4th football class.
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City Woman, 103, Dies; Rites Slated
Bob Baird
Rites Set Saturday

Weather Word

OLD FASHIONED REVIVAL
CHRIST GOSPEL CHURCH
328 N. MAIN STREET
PONTIAC, MICHIGAN

Rev. C. H. CONN
PASTOR
EVERYONE WELCOME

Cale Yarborough, two-time NASCAR race driver.

National Briefs
U.S. Battle Deaths Stay Below 100

Why did Cale Yarborough put 2 gallons of Prestone anti-freeze in his family car instead of one?

He knows it takes 2 to protect his car winter and summer.

Against freeze-ups

"Prestone!" David Snell and Bryan Chadwick gave you the most impressive picture of the second place finisher in the 500-mile race at Sears Point. The team's winning strategy was to use two gallons of Prestone instead of one, as specified in the race rules. And now you know why! And why not?

Double up on Prestone anti-freeze now for year 'round cooling system protection...the experts do!

*Prestone" is a registered trademark of

Every Carpet Reduced 15%
Some reductions up to 40%

Two Days Only!

Friday & Saturday

Shop Friday 'til 8:30 P.M.

Save on 857 full rolls of first quality carpet in our biggest sale ever. Choose from a fabulous selection of shag, plush, velvet & embossed. Kodels, wools, nylon, and acrilians. Don't miss Oklahoma's biggest carpet sale!

Convenient credit terms

Prestone

Central National Bank

Great Falls, MT 89001

1437 SW 29TH
(CAPITOL HILL)
3404 NORTH MAY
(OUR MAIN STORE)
208 WEST MAIN
NORMAN
654-6516
W12-6584
329-4704
Southeast Surges Past Bears, 23-13

BOBCATS STUN EL RENO, 24-2

Star Intercepts Two, Gets Three Fumbles

K-State's For Real; So's John Ward

Melot Lifts Edmond Past Choctaw, 13-0

4-A Cage Class OK'd, But Grid Plan Loses

Mid-State Denied Extra Games
Baseball Owes Its Stars An Apology

By Bob McBrearty

How many times have you heard someone suggest that baseball is a 'kids' game' and that the stars have no business being in it? Much of our so-called 'common sense' is based on this type of thinking. There is no denying that baseball is a game for children. Children love it, and they can make it a game for adults too. But this should not be used as an excuse for allowing the stars to play. Baseball is a game for everyone, and the stars should be part of it.

OCU Mrs. Good Will

State Cagers Hard At Work

The Mrs. Good Will commitment is a significant one for the state of Oregon. It is a commitment to provide opportunities for women to participate in athletics and to support the development of women's sports programs. The Mrs. Good Will commitment is an important step in ensuring that women have equal opportunities to participate in sports and to compete at the highest levels.

Archer's 63 Taps Frisco

The text mentions that Archer's 63 has tapped Frisco, but there are no further details provided. It is unclear what is meant by this statement.

Tattersall Eyes First Race Title

The text mentions that Tattersall is eyeing first race titles, but there are no further details provided. It is unclear what is meant by this statement.

Blazers Home Tonight

The text mentions that the Blazers will be playing a home game tonight, but there are no further details provided. It is unclear who the opposing team is or what the expected outcome of the game will be.

DUPONT 501 NYLON
IN SOLID OR SHAG IN TWEED

Your Choice

DUPONT 501 NYLON

In Solid or Shag in Tweed

$188

Completely Installed
In 2 Rooms and Hall
Wall to Wall for only
ABSOLUTELY NO EXTRA LABOR. PAD AND CARPET ALL INCLUDED IN THIS
HUGELY SURPRISING LOW PRICE.

Here's what it includes:
Up to 200 square feet of carpeting;
Professional installation

CALL NOW FOR FREE ESTIMATE

STANDARD
CALL 831-2452

PEOPLE'S OUTFITTING
CARPET CO.

FEATURED BRAND "FURNITURE+APPLIANCES+CARPET"
Hospital Trains Lab Help
Sixth In A Series

Oklahoma Roundup
Six Cities Due Road Awards

Indian Gets Rome Assignment

Main Innocent In Plane Heist

SHRINE PARADE
SATURDAY
11 A.M.

I Am Curious

No One Is More Excited Than Rosalyn About NY Opening

Jean, Jean...

When you think about the people who have been trying to do something constructive in their lives, I think you're most likely to think of the people who have been holding the line. The people who have been holding the line are the people who have been holding the line.

As the sensuous and amoral young Sandy, this is Pamela Franklin of "The Night of the Following Day" with Rod McKuen's Music.

The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie

Fanny Hill

FAMILY TIES (PG) 1 P.M.

From the country that gave you "I, A WOMAN," "INGA" and "I AM CURIOUS" (YELLOW)
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COLOR!

$248

Curtis Mathes Portable Color TV

EVANS Home Furnishings

Curtis Mathes Console Color TV $399

Curtis Mathes Home Entertainment Center $599
THIS WEEKEND ONLY
BRAND NEW 1970 ELECTRA
225 2 DOOR SPORT COUPE

$4455.40

NO DEALERS PLEASE!
AND WE MEAN ONLY THIS WEEKEND!

GANDARA BUICK & OPEL
6220 NO. MAY
VI 8-4461
SAVE $87 ! Curly Stretch Wig

Traditional Diamond Jewelry and Solitaire
SALE...20% Off All Diamonds
(Avery diamond in stock plus special orders)

Tradition diamond is the timeless beauty of a lasting quality.

Tradition diamond is the timeless beauty of a lasting quality.

SAVE $6.00 Electric Hair Curlers

Regular $18.88

Use Sears Revolving Charge

A coat world at Sears

what do fur trims do, besides flatter?

baby you with warmth,

tell the world

you really know fashion

Choose Ivy or Continental Styles

6.97

The Soft, Supple Cardigan

Never Asks for

the Attention it Gets

12.97